
Smart LED bulb Sonoff B02-F-ST64 White Ref: 6920075776164
Smart LED bulb Sonoff B02-F-ST64 White

Vintage atmosphere
The bulb from Sonoff will give your room a vintage style and illuminate it with warm light. Thanks to the eWeLink app, you can adjust the
brightness and color from 1800 K to 5000 K. Everything to make you feel comfortable in your home.
 
Environmental friendly
The power  of  the  Sonoff  bulb  is  7W,  while  a  standard incandescent  bulb  consumes 60W of  electricity.  Sonoff  has  created a  bulb  that
saves up to 90% on your electricity bill.
 
Voice control
The bulb features voice control and is compatible with Google Assistant and Alexa. From now on, you can turn the light on/off and control
its brightness and color with your voice.
 
More possibilities
With the eWeLink app, you can set a personalized program where you decide what time the light should turn on/off,  for example, the
light will turn on at the time you get home from work and turn off 15 minutes after you go to bed. You can also pair the bulb with the
Sonoff  DW2-Wi-Fi  door sensor,  and the light will  automatically turn on when you open it.  Additionally,  the bulb is compatible with any
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lamp with an E27 thread.
 
Group control
With the eWeLink app, you can control one bulb or group them together and control them all at once, even when you're not at home.
What's more, from now on, all household members can control the lights in your home.
 
Brand
Sonoff
Model
B02-F-ST64
Colour temperature
1800K-5000K
Input
 AC 220-240V
Rated power
7W
Base
E27
Luminous flux
700lm
Product size
64 x 138mm
Wi-Fi
IEEE 802,11 b/g/n. 2,4Ghz
Lifespan
about 15000h
CRI
RA>80
Working temperature
-10 to 40°C

Preço:

Antes: € 10.6026

Agora: € 10.41
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